This paper describes preliminary work in the uncovering of mashup patterns in order to find new directions for the design of mashup tools. We conducted a qualitative survey of high-quality mashups, as nominated in two popular mashup directories, and examined how the mashups made use of existing websites or improved upon them, how data from multiple websites were combined, and what kinds of user tasks these mashups might be suitable for. We describe a set of patterns what we found in our sample of mashups.
INTRODUCTION
Much prior work on mashups has described mashups as websites that combine the functionality of two or more websites. But mashups are actually more than that. Mashups are inspiring and interesting because they are an expression of how users make use of existing systems in new and innovative ways.
Mashups and tools to support the construction of mashups are important to the development end-user programming [6] . Use of the web is pervasive for many tasks that involve searching for information or decision-making. Constructing mashups typically involves programming, although there are now a number of tools that simplify or eliminate programming for a number of mashup tasks.
Mashup construction tools are often designed to address different mashup patterns. Microsoft Popfly [5] and Marmite [8] conceive of mashups as data flows that take data originating from a source or user input, applying web services to augment or transform the data, and visualizing the results on a map or on a web page. Yahoo Pipes [9] takes data from RSS feeds or web services and applies programming operations such as text filtering, counting, sorting, and regular expressions. Karma [7] , a data-integration bydemonstration system focuses on data unification where disparate data sources are linked together by common attributes, similar to "joining" database tables. Enterprise mashup tools, such as IBM's QEDWiki [4] focus on connecting graphical visualizations to data sources, following a pattern established by the first mashup, HousingMaps (housingmaps.com).
With tools following very different models of what a mashup is,
what is meant by the term "mashup" becomes unclear. Mashups originally referred to websites combining features of multiple websites. Some mashup tools enable users to construct entire websites as a final artifact [5] . However, that definition has been blurred by tools that focus on data integration issues (such as Karma [7] ). Also, adaptation of existing websites to alternative environments like mobile devices is the goal of a number of m a s h u p s l i s t e d i n t h e m a s h u p s d i r e c t o r y w e b s i t e ProgrammableWeb.com, as well as a design goal of the d.mix [2] web service integration tool.
The definition of mashup is also somewhat dynamic. There is an entire category of mashups known as "map" mashups. Most likely owing to the inspiration from HousingMaps, these mashups comprised over half of the mashups listed on ProgrammableWeb from 2005 to 2007. Many of these were simply a static data set or results from a query visualized on a map. In April of 2007, Google introduced Google MyMaps, a feature of their mapping tool that enables users to plot customized data on a map without having to learn the Google Maps API and create a website of their own. Subsequently, as of January 2008, maps only comprise 39% of all mashups listed on ProgrammableWeb. Perhaps this is evidence that many map mashups are not mashups at all, but simply uses of maps as visualization widgets, like charts, tables, and selection menus.
Since mashups appear to follow various kinds of patterns and each mashup tool aims to support specific patterns, we propose that it is valuable to survey the space of mashups and catalogue what those patterns are. The idea of patterns has been used in the past to present generalized solutions to problems that may be encountered when designing websites [3] or writing software [1] . Understanding patterns in mashups can help drive the development of mashup tools to support specific patterns. To our knowledge, there has been no survey of mashup patterns. In the rest of this paper, we describe a preliminary survey we conducted and report on observed patterns.
SURVEY METHODOLOGY
To come up with some mashup patterns, we qualitatively surveyed a small set of mashups from two mashup directories that showcase mashups. For each mashup, we looked at what APIs were used (according to what the each mashup author claims in the Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. We also assigned category names to describe these improvements. For example, oSkope (www.oskope.com) provides an innovative visual search interface to Amazon and eBay that doesn't require users to visit multiple pages. It also enables users to build up adhoc lists of items of interest, which is more difficult on Amazon and eBay where items need to be saved to a "wishlist" triggering a page reload. Surprisingly, although the mashup makes use of multiple websites, it does not unify data or integrate searches across them. We assigned this mashup to the "Alternate UI" category.
We examined high-level user inputs and outputs. For example , the "last.fm normalizer" accepts a last.fm user name and shows statistics about that user's playlist. We attempted to guess at the underlying information structure such as how data is unified between multiple websites or otherwise transformed and presented to the users. We also came up with binary labels to describe interesting features in each mashup. These labels were created whenever we noticed a unique way that a mashup improved upon the original website and then checked to see if any mashups we had already examined would deserve the label. Table  1 explains some of these labels.
Table 1. Some binary categories for each mashup

Search
Is the mashup a search interface?
Visualization Does the mashup add visualization to the data?
Real-time
Is the purpose of the mashup to allow the user to monitor or observe the original website as a real-time data set?
Widget
Is the mashup actually a widget for some platform like Apple's Dashboard, the iPhone, or Google Homepage?
Personalized Does the mashup make use of the user's personal information from the original website or enable the construction of a personalized data set from the original website?
Folksonomy Does the mashup make use of a tagging system or adds tagging to the original data set?
In-situ use
Is the mashup simply a tailoring of an original website optimized to a specific situation use?
It would be difficult to apply this qualitative analysis to all mashups in existence. On ProgrammableWeb, there are over 2700 mashups in its mashup directory. Part of this is due to the fact that m a s h u p a u t h o r s s u b m i t t h e i r o w n m a s h u p s t o t h e ProgrammableWeb directory. However, many of these mashups are poorly thought out, or assembled only for demonstration purposes and submitted to the directory to collect community feedback or to drive advertising revenue by being linked from a highly reputable site. In order to make this study feasible, we examined a random sampling of mashups. To reduce the number of bad mashups sampled, we took a random sample of 22 mashups that were in the set "Mashup of the Day" on Programmable Web. We also examined mashups from MashupAwards.com, which accepts nominations of interesting websites and selects one mashup each day to be given a "Mashup of the Day" award.
End-user customization of the web experience is not just limited to mashups. We also looked briefly at a sampling of popular GreaseMonkey scripts. Some Firefox extensions might also be classified as end-user customization of websites but we did not examine these.
Furthermore, we do not claim our methodology is completely objective although we believe it will yield valuable insights.
SURVEY FINDINGS
Our findings are Table 2 , where ad-hoc categories of mashups as well as the labels can be taken as mashup patterns. There are several categories and labels we found were interesting.
Aggregation.
A common function of mashups is to aggregate multiple websites together or summarize sets of data. But this takes on multiple forms. EveryBlock takes an address and find nearby geotagged pictures from Flickr, finds local restaurants, finds reports of nearby crimes and other public notices, and looks for nearby craigslist ads. This is similar to entering a single location as query into multiple websites and assembling the results onto a single page. soup-soup is similar but uses keywords from news stories instead of single query terms to search wikipedia and Flickr for relevant information. Vidmeter finds the most popular videos from multiple websites and assembles them into a single ranking chart. This probably requires some sorting and addition. Trendite is a site that supports monitoring of search trends. It most likely makes requests for top search queries and results from the major search engines and assembles them onto a single page. Song List assembles links to song samples and needs to unify song titles between multiple music services.
Alternate UI & In-situ Use. These mashups don't combine multiple websites at all but rather aim to support new methods of interacting with data from the website or support specific use cases. Leaflets (getleafets.com) are specialized versions of common websites, such as upcoming.com, that are optimized to run on the Apple iPhone, thus saving users from having to visit the normal versions of those websites. Tagbrowsr provides an alternate form of tag-based browsing to Flickr's search-by-tag function. oSkope supports searching and browsing better than Amazon and eBay's normal search tools by reducing page loads and support ad-hoc collections.
In-situ use mashups support the specialized use of a website outside of the typical use case. HeyWhatsThat compiles terrain elevation data to produce printable drawings that can help a person determine what landmarks are visible from a vista point. delimport is a plug-in for the del.icio.us bookmarking service that enables Mac users to access their bookmarks through a keystrokebased search facility built into the operating system, instead of visiting the del.icio.us website.
As expected, popular GreaseMonkey scripts found on userscripts.org tended to be modifications to the user interface of sites. Aggregation by unifying with data from another web site was rare. 
Real-time Monitoring.
A number of mashups support real-time monitoring. We do not mean real-time in the systems sense but rather mashups that make a changing data set the focus of the design and are intended to make the user aware of changes.
TwitterWhere and FlickrRealTime show updates every few seconds, while Vidmeter might change only a few times an hour. EveryBlock's real-time data comes from pictures, added restaurant reviews, and public notices, which are all likely to see change on the scale of days.
DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK
We have presented a few interesting patterns that we have observed so far in this preliminary study. It is possible that there are more patterns in the mashups we have encountered so far. However the diversity of the forms of the mashups in our data set requires us to examine a larger set in order to see the patterns for ourselves. Single data points do not make patterns.
We noticed that single source mashups tended to fit the Alternate UI or Real-time Monitoring pattern. Although most mashup tools do not support the construction of complex user interfaces without dealing with HTML, there has been past work in building user interfaces without programming that might be applied to this situation. Apple's Safari web browser currently supports creating Dashboard widgets by selecting a DOM element from a web page that contains the data that will be of future interest. We expect to see more mashups which are specialization interfaces.
Our patterns come from high-level guesses of how mashups make use of other websites and web service APIs. Mashup patterns may become richer when we look closely at the details of how data from other web sites and services are used. Ideally, the ground truth in mashup patterns can be found in the code itself, but it is unlikely that a survey looking at the source code of many mashups will be feasible. Future work may examine the APIs and data that mashups use more closely, reverse-engineering the mashups in a sense.
In this study, we only looked at mashups that are whole websites. However, we have yet to look at mashups or other artifacts that result from mashup tools. These instances may not be complete mashups in and of themselves but they still represent end-users efforts towards customizing their web experiences.
One caveat must be heeded though: if we are to seek design targets for future mashups tools, we should be wary of looking at the artifacts resulting from existing tools as they will only show us the boundaries of what we can currently do. Looking at mashups constructed by programmers takes us past existing tool limitations but we must also be aware that programmers may not necessarily have the same needs as end-users. The more elusive targets are those applications that end-users have never constructed and beyond, to applications that end-users didn't even think were possible.
